
MINUTES 

Senate Library Committee 

November 29, 2000 

Present: Tom Shaughnessy, Peter Firchow, Jean Richards, Owen Williams, James Orf, Roderick 
Squires, Sue Engelman, Suzanne Thorpe (for Howland), Amy Kudronowicz, Bill Sozansky, 
Leon Satkowski, Jill Gidmark  

Regrets: Jennifer Alexander, C. Barry Carter, Ray Wakefield, Paul Ruden, Amy Myrbo, Elaine 
Challacombe, and LeAnne Dean 

Absent: Walter Sargent, Lael Gatewood 

1. Update on the offer for electronic access to 1100 Elsevier journals (Shaughnessy)  

• To gain access to Elsevier’s 1100 electronic journals, the Libraries must agree to a 7.5% 
increase in next year’s print subscriptions (740 subscriptions). 

• MINITEX and UMD have agreed to pay $140,000 to cover extra charge for electronic 
access. 

• If Libraries are unable to acquire funds through the University biennial budget request to 
the Legislature, they will need to cancel subscriptions of non-Elsevier publications.  

• Another alternative is to go all-electronic and eliminate the print subscriptions.  
• Comments: Sozansky-in the near future, there won’t be a choice between electronic or 

paper...all will be electronic. Researchers have access without having to go to the library. 
The Libraries will also save on handling and binding expense. Kudronowicz-most 
students use electronic sources for their research. Could faculty members who object to 
electronic sources be given a print budget to print off their selections?  

• Williams-Libraries must continue to subscribe to Elsevier or will have gap  
• in the collection. Orf-the Libraries need protection against arbitrary price  
• increases. Sozansky-this is a 2-year agreement...gives the Libraries a  
• chance to reconsider. Squires-if we opted out after 2 years, we will have  
• costs to license the Elsevier search software.  
• Funding is only for Minnesota (all campuses). Includes State Universities.  
• Shaughnessy will write memo to faculty and Senate Library Committee laying out all 

options for faculty feedback.  

2. Use of library terminals by unaffiliated users (Shaughnessy) 

• Internet access is available on Library terminals. The terminals are to be used primarily 
for research, not e-mail or chat rooms.  

• Wilson Library has been having problems with a group young adults who use the facility 
for gambling on the Internet and for chat room messaging.  

• Incidents reported to University Police and Institutional Relations.  



• One solution might be to provide an area with terminals with access to e-mail only. 
Another is to require that all who use the terminals have a University password.  

3. Access to bound University of Minnesota dissertations (Shaughnessy) 

• The Committee approved the proposal to move doctoral dissertations older than five 
years from Wilson Library into the storage caverns under the Andersen Library. Many 
are available online or can be retrieved from the caverns for use by patrons.  

4. The Committee adjourned to tour the Andersen Library and caverns.  


